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Chapter 1

Answers to exercises of chapter 1

EXERCISE 1.2.1

1. B andD are justified.B is reinstated byD.

2. A, C andE are justified. No argument is reinstated byD, sinceD is not justified.
A andC are reinstated byE.
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Chapter 2

Answers to exercises of chapter 2

EXERCISE 2.2.1

1. B andD are justified.B is reinstated byD.

2. A, C andE are justified. No argument is reinstated byD, sinceD is not justified.
A andC are reinstated byE.

EXERCISE 2.8.1

(a): C is justified since it has no defeaters.B is not justified, since it is defeated
by a justified argument, viz. byC. Therefefore,A is justified, since its only defeater,
which isB, is not justified.
(b): The status ofA andB cannot be determined:A is justified if and only if its only
defeater, which isB, is not justifed. ButB is not justified just in caseA, which is its
only defeater, is justified. Thus we enter a loop. And since the status ofC depends on
the status of its only defeater, which isB, the status ofC cannot be determined either.

EXERCISE 2.8.2 Consider an arbitrary argumentA. By assumption, there is an argu-
mentB such thatB defeatsA. SoA ∈ F (∅) iff there is aC ∈ ∅ such thatC defeats
B. However, no suchC exists, soA 6∈ F (∅). SinceA was chosen arbitrarily, we can
conclude that no argument is inF (∅). 2.

EXERCISE 2.8.3

a: b: c: d:
F 0 = ∅ F 0 = ∅ F 0 = ∅ F 0 = ∅

F 1 = {A} F 1 = F 0 F 1 = {C} F 1 = {A, E}
F 2 = {A, D} F 2 = {C, B} F 2 = {A, E, C}
F 3 = F 2 F 3 = F 2 F 3 = F 2

The grounded extensions are the fixed points of these sequences.

EXERCISE 2.8.4

1. To show thatF (X) = G2(X), for every set of argumentsX, it turns out that
it is easier to show that the complements of the two sets are equal. This has to
do with quantifying over arguments. Thus, supposex /∈ G2(X). By definition
of G this means that there exists ay ∈ G(X) defeatingx, i.e., x ← y. Since
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y ∈ G(X), the argumenty is not defeated by a member ofX. Hencey shows
thatx /∈ F (X). Conversely, suppose thatx /∈ F (X). Thenx is defeated by ay
that is not defeated by az ∈ X. Thusx is defeated by ay ∈ G(X), and hence
x /∈ G2(X).

2. The result thatG is anti-monotonic follows from the fact that, if an argument is
not defeated by a member ofB, then it surely cannot be defeated by a member
of any subsetA ⊆ B.

3. SupposeA ⊆ B. SinceG is anti-monotonic, it follows thatG(B) ⊆ G(A).
Again by anti-monotonicity ofG, we obtainG2(A) ⊆ G2(B), which is equal to
the expressionF (A) ⊆ F (B).

4. If {Gi}i≥0 with G0 =Def ∅ andGi =Def G(Gi−1), then in particular

G0 ⊆ G1 andG0 ⊆ G2. (2.1)

Now apply the anti-monotonicity ofG to (2.1) repeatedly, to obtain the chain of
inclusions desired.

EXERCISE 2.8.5
- (a): justified:A, D; overruled:B, C; defensible: none.
- (b): justified: none; overruled: none; defensible: all.
- (c): justified:B, C; overruled:A, D; defensible: none.
- (d): justified:A, C, E; overruled:B, D; defensible: none.

EXERCISE 2.8.6

⇒:
Consider any stable extensionE, and consider first any argumentA not defeated by
E. ThenA ∈ E. Consider next any argumentB defeated byE. Then, sinceE is
conflict-free,B 6∈ E. SoE = {A | A is not defeated byE}.2
⇐:
Let E = {A | A is not defeated byE}. Clearly,E is conflict-free. Furthermore, for all
A, if A 6∈ E, thenE defeatsA. SoE is a stable extension.2
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EXERCISE 2.8.7

• Example 2.1.3: There is just one status assignment, which is maximal:

- S1 = ({A, C}, {B})

• Example 2.1.4: There are three status assignments:

- S1 = (∅, ∅)

- S2 = ({A}, {B})

- S3 = ({B}, {A})

Only S2 andS3 are maximal.

• Example 2.3.7: There is just one status assignment, which is maximal:

- S1 = (∅, ∅)

EXERCISE 2.8.8

1. Consider anyA ∈ Out . Then there is aB ∈ In defeatingA. But alsoB ∈ In ′,
so thatA ∈ Out ′. SoOut ⊆ Out ′.

2. Consider anyC such thatC 6∈ In but C ∈ In ′. Then there is aB 6∈ In such
thatB defeatsC (since otherwiseC has to be in). ThenB ∈ Out ′. So (with 1)
Out ⊂ Out ′.

EXERCISE 2.8.9

- A is defensible iff is inin some but not all preferred status assignments, andA
is overruled ifA is out in all preferred status assignments.This leaves open that
there are arguments that neither justified, nor defensible, nor overruled. Cf. Ex-
ample 2.3.7.

- A is defensible iff is inin some but not all preferred status assignments, andA is
overruled if there is no status assignment in whichA is in. With this definition all
arguments are either justified, Xor defensible, Xor overruled.

EXERCISE 2.8.10: The empty set, which is maximally admissible.

EXERCISE 2.8.11

1. (a) Preferred:{A, D}, also stable.

(b) Preferred:{B, D, E}, also stable;{A, E}, also stable.

(c) Preferred:∅, no stable extensions.

(d) Preferred:{A, C, E}, also stable.

(e) (with slightly detailed explanation)
(1) Preferred extensions:

- E1 = {A, B, D}
- E2 = {C}

(2) Stable extensions. BothE1 andE2 are also stable extensions, since both
sets defeat all arguments outside them. Furthermore, by Proposition 2.4.1
there are no other stable extensions.
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2. (a) for preferred and stable semantics:A, D justified,B, C overruled.

(b) for preferred and stable semantics:E justified,C overruled,A, B, D de-
fensible.

(c) for preferred semantics: neither is justified, defensible or overruled. For
stable semantics: all are both justified and overruled.

(d) For preferred and stable semantics:A, C, E justified,B, D overruled.

(e) For preferred and stable semantics: all defensible

EXERCISE 2.8.12: The grounded extension is empty, while there are two preferred
extensions, viz.{B, D} and{A, C}. Note that one preferred extension concludes that
Larry is rich, while the other concludes that Larry is not rich, so inbothsemantics no
conclusion about Larry’s richness is justified. Yet it may be argued thatthe conclusion
that Larry is not rich is the intuitively justified conclusion, since all argumentsfor the
opposite conclusion have a strict defeater. Anyone who adopts this analysis, will have
to conclude that this example presents a problem for both grounded and preferred se-
mantics. However, see Exercise 3.6.8 for a solution when the structure of arguments is
made explicit.
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Chapter 3

Answers to exercises of chapter 3

EXERCISE 3.4.1

1. The defeat graph is:

G E D A B C

F

2. We are asked to list all strategies of P an O. There are two strategies forP (“?”
indicates an unfortunate move, “‡” indicates the move that leads to a loss for the
other party):

Strategy 1 for P
(responding toD with F
and winning)

P1: A

O1: B

P2: C

O′
1: D

P ′
2: F

Strategy 2 for P
(responding toD with E
and losing)

P1: A

O1: B

P2: C

O′
1: D

P ′
2: E [?]

O2: G [‡]

There are two strategies for O:
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Strategy 1 for O (responding toA with B and losing)

P1: A O1: B P2: C [‡]

Strategy 2 for O (responding toA with D and losing)

P1: A O1: D

P2: E [?] O2: G

P2: F [‡]

EXERCISE 3.4.2

1.
A B

2.
A B

C

3.

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5
. . .

EXERCISE 3.4.3

1.

(a) P has winning strategies forA andD, but not forB:

- A winning strategy forA consists of putting forwardA, after whichO
cannot respond becauseA has no defeaters.

- A winning strategy forB does not exist, becauseO can reply toB
with A, after whichP cannot move.

- A winning strategy forD is simple: put forwardD; the only responses
to D areB andC, which can both be countered withA, after whichO
cannot move.

(b) C is not provable. A simple winning strategy forO is:

P1: C
O1: B
P2: A
O2: B (P cannot move)

E is not provable either. A winning strategy forO is:
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P1: E

O1: C

P2: A

O2: D

P ′
2: B

O′
2: A

(c) A is not provable. A winning strategy forO is:

P1: A
O1: B
P2: D
O2: C (P cannot move)

B is provable, as follows:

P1: B
O1: D
P2: C (O cannot move)

C is trivially provable, since it has no defeaters.

(d) C is provable. A winning strategy is:

P1: C

O1: B

P2: A

O′
1: D

P ′
2: E

2. C is not provable:P has no moves whenO replies withB.
D is neither provable:P has no replies afterO’s reply withC.

3. We make the comparison for the proof ofA in graph (a):

F 0 = ∅

F 1 = {A}
F 2 = {A, D}

Compared to a won dialogue onD, the order of statingA andD is reversed.
With F , we start with the undefeated arguments and at each iteration add the
arguments reinstated by the arguments added at the previous iteration. In a di-
alectical proof,P starts with an argument fromF i wherei may be greater than
1, and at each next turn in a dialogueP moves an argument fromF i−1 that can
reinstate the argument of the previous move.
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EXERCISE 3.4.4 P successively movesA1, A3, . . . , A2i−1, A2i+1, . . . andO succes-
sively movesA2, A4, . . . , A2i, A2i+2, . . . so they wil never repeat their own argument.
And P always uses ‘odd’ arguments whileO always uses ‘even’ arguments, so they
will never repeat each other’s argument. Finally, since the defeat chainis infinite, they
will always have a new move.

EXERCISE 3.4.5 The simplest example is with two argumentsA andB such that
A defeats itself and there are no other defeat relations.B is provable sinceO has no
reply if P starts withB, but this argumentation theory has no stable extensions.

EXERCISE 3.4.6

1.

(a) All arguments except argumentC are provable. Figure 3.1 contains a first
attempt to display the winning strategies forP .

A

B

A

D

D

A

B

B

A

B

D

A

D

E

C

B

A

B

Figure 3.1:P ’s winning strategies (first attempt)

However, these trees are not yet strategies, since they do not contain all
possible backtracking replies ofO as children of aP move. (Note that a
strategy is not a tree ofdispute linesbut a tree ofdisputes, so that a next
move in a branch of a strategy may well reply not to the previous move but
to an earlier move in the branch.) So the correct winning strategy forA is a
lot more complex.

Let us illustrate this with a simpler example, viz. the graph of Exercise 3.8.11(1a).
At first sight, a winning strategy forD would look as in Figure 3.2. However,
the correct winning strategy is as displayed in Figure 3.3 (where the replied-
to move is indicated between brackets).

Let us now return to the arguments in graph (b). Firstly,C is not provable.
A simple winning strategy forO is:

P1: C
O1: B
P2: A
O2[P1]: A (eo ipso)
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P1: D

O1: B

P2: A

O′
1: C

P ′
2: A

Figure 3.2:P ’s seeming winning strategy forD in 3.8.11(1a)

P1: D

O1(P1): B

P2(O1): A

O2(P1): C

P3(O2): A

O′
1(P1): C

P ′
2(O

′
1): A

O′
2(P1): C

P ′
3(O

′
2): A

Figure 3.3:P ’s correct winning strategy forD in 3.8.11(1a)

But E is provable. A winning strategy forP is:

P1: E
O1: C
P2: B
O2: A
P3: B (O cannot move)

B is also simply provable:

P1: B
O1: A
P2: B (O cannot move)

The proof forD is completely analogous.B is also provable, but the proof
is much more complex, sinceO can backtrack several times.

(b) In graph (c), the argumentC is not provable sinceO has the following
winning strategy:

P1: C
O1: A
P2: B
O2: C (eo ipso)

For A andB O has analoguous winning strategies. ForD O also has a
simple winning strategy:
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P1: D
O1: C
P2: A
O2: B (P has no moves)

(c) In graph (d), the argumentC is provable. A winning strategy forP is
displayed in Figure 3.4.

P1: C

O1(P1): B

P2(O1): A

O2(P1): D

P3(O2): E

O′
1(P1): D

P ′
2(O

′
1): E

O′
2(P1): B

P ′
3(O

′
2): A

Figure 3.4:P ’s winning strategy forC in 3.8.11(1.d)

2. In Figure 3.2,C is not provable. A winning strategy forO is:

P1: c
O1: m
P2: l
O2: k (P has no moves)
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Chapter 4

Answers to exercises of chapter 4

EXERCISE 4.6.1.

1. The following argument forRa can be created.

A1: ∀x(Px ⊃ Qx)
A2: Pa
A3: A1, A2 → Qa
A4: ∀x(Qx ⊃ Rx)
A5: A3, A4 → Ra

2. Prem(A) = {Pa,∀x(Px ⊃ Qx),∀x(Qx ⊃ Rx)}
Conc(A) = Ra
Sub(A) = {A1, A2, A3, A4}
DefRules(A) = ∅

TopRule(A) = Qa,∀x(Qx ⊃ Rx)→ Ra

3. The argument is strict and plausible.

EXERCISE 4.6.2. The following argument fort can be created.

A1: p
A2: q
A3: A1, A2 ⇒ r
A4: A3 → r ∨ s
A5: A4 ⇒ t

It is undermined by the following argument for¬q:

B1: u
B2: B1 ⇒ v
B3: ¬(q ∧ v)
B4: B2, B3 → ¬q

Sinceq is an assumption, we have thatB4 successfully underminesA5 onA2 and thus
strictly defeatsA5. However,B4 is undermined by the following argument for¬u:

C1: w
C2: C1 ⇒ ¬u
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Since≤′= ∅ we have thatC2 successfully underminesB4 on B1. However, we also
have thatB1 rebutsC2 and since≤′= ∅ we have thatB1 successfully rebutsC2.
ThereforeB1 andC2 defeat each other. It is then easy to see that the grounded exten-
sion does not contain argumentsA5, B1 or C2. Moreover, no defeater ofA5 is thus in
the grounded extension, soA5 is defensible, which makest defensible also.

EXERCISE 4.6.3.

1. r is overruled. The argumentA for r is undercut by an argumentB for ¬d1. In
turn,B is rebutted by an argumentC for ¬t. B uses one defeasible rule, namely,
d2, whileC uses two defeasible rules, namely,d3 andd4. Sinced3 < d2 we have
thatC ≺ B soB is undefeated, soA is overruled.

2. Nowr is justified, since argumentsB andC are now compared ond2 andd4 and
sinced2 < d4. SoC reinstatesA.

EXERCISE 4.6.4. The following argument fort can be created.

A1: s
A2: A1 ⇒ t

A2 is rebutted by the following argument for¬t:

B1: p
B2: B1 ⇒ q
B3: B1, B2 ⇒ r
B4: B2, B3 → q ∧ r
B5: (q ∧ r) ⊃ ¬t
B6: B4, B5 → ¬t

(Note that sinceB6 is strict,A2 does not in turn rebutB6.) We have thatLastDefRules(A2) =
{d3}whileLastDefRules(B6) = {d1, d2}. Sinced2 < d3 we have thatLastDefRules(B6) ≺s

LastDefRules(A2), soB6 ≺ A2. HenceB6 does not defeatA2. SinceA2 has no
other defeaters, we can concude at this point thatA2 will be in in all maximal status
assignments, which makes it justified. Thent is a justified conclusion.

It is interesting to verify the status of argumentB6 for ¬t. Since the present argu-
mentation theory satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.3.10, it is to be expectedthat
this conclusion is not justified. This turns out to be indeed the case. First ofall, A2 can
be extended to a rebuttal ofB3:

A3: (q ∧ r) ⊃ ¬t
A4: A2 → ¬(q ∧ r)
A5: p
A6: A5 ⇒ q
A7: A4, A6 → ¬r

We have thatLastDefRules(A7) = {d1, d3} while LastDefRules(B3) = {d1, d2}.
Since< is transitive we haved2 < d1 so{d1, d2} ≺s {d1, d3} andB3 ≺ A7. Hence
A7 successfully rebuts and thus strictly defeatsB3. But thenA7 also defeatsB4, B5

andB6.
Yet another relevant argument can be constructed, which starts in the same way as

A7:
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A3: (q ∧ r) ⊃ ¬t
A4: A2 → ¬(q ∧ r)
A5: p
A6: A5 ⇒ q
A8: A5, A6 ⇒ r
A9: A4, A8 → ¬q

A9 rebutsB2 (and not vice versa). We haveLastDefRules(A9) = {d2} while
LastDefRules(B2) = {d1}. Sinced2 < d1 soA9 < B2 we have thatA9 does not de-
featB2. SinceA6 = B2 we also have thatA9 does not defeatA6. Finally,A7 rebutsA8.
Recall thatLastDefRules(A7) = {d1, d3}; moreover,LastDefRules(A8) = {d2}
and we have seen that{d2} ≺s {d1, d3} so A8 ≺ A7, for which reasonA7 strictly
defeatsA8.

Now to evaluate the status of the arguments,A7 and all its subarguments can be
madein since they have no defeaters. SinceA7 strictly defeatsA8 and thus alsoA9,
the latter two arguments can be madeout. Moreover sinceA7 strictly defeatsB3 and
thus alsoB4, B5 andB6, the latter four arguments can also be madeout. No alternative
status assignments are possible, while moreover the present assignment is complete. So
B6 is out in all maximal status assigments, which makes¬t an overruled conclusion.

EXERCISE 4.6.5.

1. No.

2. ∆ can be translated into an argumentation theory as follows:

Rs = ∅;
Rd = {p, q ⇒ r; r, s⇒ t; p, u⇒ ¬s}
Kp = {p}
Ka = {q, s, u}

3. t is overruled. An argument fort is

A1: p
A2: q
A3: A1, A2 ⇒ r
A4: s
A5: A3, A4 ⇒ t

But it is undermined and thus strictly defeated by

B1 = A1

B2: u
B3: B1, B2 ⇒ ¬s

SinceB3 is not defeated by any argument, no stable extension containsA5.

EXERCISE 4.6.6.

1. It can be verified that there is no status assignment that assigns a statusto A2 or
A3.
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Firstly, to makeA2 in, its defeaterA3 must beout. To makeA3 out, one of its
defeaters must bein. However, the only defeater ofA3 is A3 itself (by under-
cutting its subargumentA2) andA3 cannot be bothin andout. SoA2 cannot be
madein.

Next, to makeA2 out, it must have a defeater that isin. Its only defeater isA3.
To makeA3 in, all its defeaters must beout. However,A3 defeats itself andA3

cannot be bothin andout. SoA2 cannot be madeout.

So there is only one maximal status assignment, in whichA1 is in, sinceA1 has
no defeaters. Moreover, this set is also the grounded extension.

2. Add Says(John, “StabbedWithKnife(Suspect ,Victim)”) to Kp. Then the
following argument can be constructed:

B1: Says(John, “StabbedWithKnife(Suspect ,Victim)”)
B2: StabbedWithKnife(Suspect ,Victim)

This argument is undercut byA3. Since, as we have seen, no status assignment
assigns a status toA3, argumentB2 cannot have a status either.E = {A1} is
then still the only preferred and grounded extension of the extended argumenta-
tion theory. Then according to preferred semanticsB2 is neither justified, nor
defensible, nor overruled while according to grounded semantics it is defensible.

EXERCISE 4.6.7

1. Kp consists of:

∀x(BornInNL(x) ; Dutch(x))
∀x(NorwegianName(x) ; Norwegian(x))
∀x((Dutch(x) ∨ Norwegian(x)) ; LikesIceSkating(x))
BorninNL(b)
NorwegianName(b)
∀x¬(Dutch(x) ∧ Norwegian(x))

The following relevant arguments can be constructed:

A1: BorninNL(b)
A2: ∀x (BornInNL(x) ; Dutch(x))
A3: A2 → BornInNL(b) ; Dutch(b)
A4: A1, A3 ⇒ Dutch(b)
A5: A4 → Dutch(b) ∨ Norwegian(b)
A6: ∀x((Dutch(x) ∨ Norwegian(x)) ; LikesIceSkating(x))
A7: A6 → (Dutch(b) ∨ Norwegian(b)) ; LikesIceSkating(b)
A8: A5, A7 ⇒ LikesIceSkating(b)

B1: BorninNL(b)
B2: ∀x (BornInNL(x) ; Dutch(x))
B3: B2 → BornInNL(b) ; Dutch(b)
B4: B1, B3 ⇒ Dutch(b)
B5: ∀x¬(Dutch(x) ∧ Norwegian(x))
B6: B4, B5 → ¬Norwegian(b)
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C1: NorwegianName(b)
C2: ∀x (NorwegianName(x) ; Norwegian(x))
C3: C2 → NorwegianName(b) ; Norwegian(b)
C4: C1, C3 ⇒ Norwegian(b)
C5: C4 → Dutch(b) ∨ Norwegian(b)
C6: ∀x((Dutch(x) ∨ Norwegian(x)) ; LikesIceSkating(x))
C7: C6 → (Dutch(b) ∨ Norwegian(b)) ; LikesIceSkating(b)
C8: C5, C7 ⇒ LikesIceSkating(b)

D1: NorwegianName(b)
D2: ∀x (NorwegianName(x) ; Norwegian(x))
D3: D2 → NorwegianName(b) ; Norwegian(b)
D4: D1, D3 ⇒ Norwegian(b)
D5: ∀x¬(Dutch(x) ∧ Norwegian(x))
D6: D4, D5 → ¬Dutch(b)

(If the example is formalised in a propositional language, then the stepsA7 and
C7 must be omitted.)

2. Note first that if no preference relation is specified, it does not hold.Then the
relevant defeat relations are as follows:

- B6 defeatsC4 and thus alsoC5 − C8

- D6 defeatsB4 and thus alsoB5 andB6

- D6 defeatsA4 and thus alsoA5 −A8

- B6 defeatsD4 and thus alsoD5 andD6

Let us first concentrate onB6 andD6. Since they defeat each other and have no
other defeaters, it is possible to assign no status to them. Then in the grounded
status assignments they have no status. But then the same holds for the argu-
ments defeated by one of them. This includesA8 andC8. Hence the conclusion
LikesIceSkating(b) only has defensible arguments and is therefore itself de-
fensible.

(The same answer in terms of the fixpoint definition: SinceB6 andD6 defeat
each other and have no other defeaters, they are in noF i. But then the arguments
defeated by one of them also are in noF i. )

3. Let us again first concentrate onB6 andD6. ArgumentB6 can be madein by
makingD6 out and vice versa. Then there is a maximal status assignment in
whichB6 is in andD6 is out. In this status assignment alsoC4 − C8 areout and
A1 − A8 arein. So an argument for the conclusionLikesIceSkating(b) is in,
namely,A8. Conversely, there is also a maximal status assignment in whichD6

is in andB6 is out. In this status assignment alsoA4 − A8 areout andC1 − C8

arein. So again an argument for the conclusionLikesIceSkating(b) is in but
this time it is notA8 butC8. So bothA8 andC8 are defensible, so the conclusion
LikesIceSkating(b) is also defensible.

4. Since both preferred extensions contain an argument for the conclusionLikesIceSkating(b),
this conclusion isf -justified, even though there is no justified argument for it.
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EXERCISE 4.6.8 The following formalisation is based on the intuition that the conclu-
sion that Larry is not rich is justified. The undercutters in the example are based on the
principle that statistical defaults about subclasses have priority over statistical defaults
about superclasses.

Rs consists of all valid propositional and first-order inferences.

Rd consists of:

d1. Lawyer(x)⇒ Rich(x)
d2. LivesInHollywood(x)⇒ Rich(x)
d3. PublicDefender(x)⇒¬ Rich(x)
d4. RentsinHollywood(x)⇒¬ Rich(x)
d5. PublicDefender(x)⇒¬d1(x)
d6. RentsinHollywood(x)⇒¬d2(x)

Kp consists of

p1. PublicDefender(L)
p2. RentsInHollywood(L)

Kn consists of

n1. ∀x(PublicDefender(x) ⊃ Lawyer(x))
n2. ∀x(RentsInHollywood(x) ⊃ LivesInHollywood(x))

The following relevant arguments can be constructed:

A1: PublicDefender(L)
A2: ∀x(PublicDefender(x) ⊃ Lawyer(x))
A3: A1, A2 → Lawyer(L)
A4: A3 ⇒ Rich(L)

B1: PublicDefender(L)
B2: B1 ⇒ ¬Rich(L)

C1: RentsInHollywood(L)
C2: ∀x(RentsInHollywood(x) ⊃ LivesInHollywood(x))
C3: C1, C2 → LivesInHollywood(L)
C4: C3 ⇒ Rich(L)

D1: RentsInHollywood(L)
D2: B1 ⇒ ¬Rich(L)

E1: PublicDefender(L)
E2: E1 ⇒ ¬d1(L)

F1: RentsInHollywood(L)
F2: F1 ⇒ ¬d2(L)

Let us apply preferred semantics (but in grounded semantics the outcome isthe same).
Note first thatE2 undercutsA4 andF2 undercutsC4. Moreover, neitherE2 nor F2

has a defeater, so both of them are in all preferred extensions. But then A4 andC4 are
not in any preferred extension, so thatB2 andD2 are in all these extensions. So the
conclusion¬Rich(L) is justified.
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EXERCISE 4.6.9. The point of this exercise is that closure under transposition does
not imply closure under contraposition.

1. Cltp(Rs) = Rs ∪ {q → p; r → p; p, s→ r; r, s→ p}.

2. Yes.

3. No.

EXERCISE 4.6.10. The point of this exercise is that closure under contraposition does
not imply closure under transposition.

1. No:Rs containsp→ q but not¬q → ¬p.

2. Yes. We have:

{p} ⊢ q and{¬q} ⊢ ¬p
{p} ⊢ ¬r and{r} ⊢ ¬p
{¬r} ⊢ q and{¬q} ⊢ r
{¬q} ⊢ r and{¬r} ⊢ q

SoRs satisfies contraposition.

EXERCISE 4.6.11.

1. C2 rebutsD2 and not vice versa. Since both arguments use defeasible rules and
no preference relations hold between them,C2 successfully rebuts and therefore
defeatsD2. ArgumentC2 in turn has two defeaters: its subargumentsA2 and
B2 defeat each other and thus also defeatC2. Since there are no undefeated
arguments that defeatA2 or B2, none ofA2, B2, C2 andD2 are in the grounded
extension. (In terms of status assignments: it is possible to give none of them
a status so in the grounded extension, which maximises undecidedness, none
of them have a status.) However, none of these arguments are defeated by an
argument that is in the grounded extension, so they are all defensible.

2. Note thatA2 can be madein if B2 is madeout and vice versa. Then at least
one preferred status assignment makesA2 in andB2 out, since such assignments
minimise undecidedness. But sinceA2 defeatsC2, this assignment also makes
C2 out. But then it makesD2 in, since its only defeater isC2. Conversely, a
second preferred status assignment makesB2 in andA2 out so it also makesC2

out andD2 in. Since there are no other preferred status assignments, in all such
assigmentsC2 is out andD2 is in. But thenC2 is overruled andD2 is justified.
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